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How to Rule Forever
Do new technologies make autocrats impossible to overthrow?
Democracy depends on an equality of arms. If governments acquire political weapons unavailable to
their opponents, they become harder to dislodge. They now possess so many that I begin to wonder
how an efficient autocracy, once established, might ever again be overthrown.
The Pegasus spyware1, whose widespread use by governments the Guardian has helped reveal, is just the

latest variety of asymmetric force. The ability to peer into someone’s life from a distance, to track their
every movement, word and intention, grants autocrats an unprecedented power. It turns us into informants against ourselves. No one subject to this spying can now plan, however peacefully and democratically, to replace a government without those plans being known in advance and in all likelihood thwarted.
Since the Berlin Wall came down, autocrats have refined a new strategy for perpetual governance: to
maintain the process and appearance of democracy – including elections and parliaments – while
ensuring it doesn’t work. Power is sucked out of democratic structures and relocated to a place
where it can scarcely be challenged2: an inner circle defended from opposition by a forcefield of money and patronage, a compliant judiciary and a grovelling media. Narendra Modi, Viktor Orbán, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, Jarosław Kaczyński, Vladimir Putin and Alexander Lukashenko all know how it
works.
Protest, as we have seen from Belarus to Hong Kong, often becomes ineffective. Huge numbers take
to the streets, pull the lever of democratic moral authority that has toppled so many regimes in the
past, and nothing happens. The autocrats sit and wait for the protest’s energy to fizzle out, crack
heads and imprison leaders, knowing they no longer need fear the people.
They now have the means either to win elections through rigging, suppression or beguilement, or to
ignore the result if they lose. The arc of history no longer bends towards justice.
The new surveillance tools complement a formidable array of modern weapons. Dark ads3 on social
media; thinktanks using dark money to turn outrageous ideas that favour the ruling class into apparent common sense4; voter suppression; the stuffing of the courts; the long march through the institutions5, shutting down opposition in the civic sphere; cleverly prosecuted culture wars: these are the
ever more sophisticated tools of autocratic power in nominal democracies.
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Many of them are being deployed in the UK. While there is no evidence that the government has
been using Pegasus spyware, we have seen ever greater snooping on citizens, from the surveillance
networks developed by the government intelligence agency GCHQ and exposed by Edward Snowden6
to the undercover police deployed against peaceful protesters, some of whom they deceived into
sexual relationships7. The cops promised, as revelations from this scandal piled up, to reform themselves. But last week, a former police officer who joined Extinction Rebellion alleged that the Metropolitan police had sought to recruit him8 as a spy. Given the characterisation by Priti Patel, the home secretary, of peaceful environmental protesters as “criminals”9, I would find it surprising if police spying
had not resumed.
The government is turning politics into a one-way mirror. Just as it learns more about our lives, it ensures we learn ever less about its own machinations. Its proposed changes to the Official Secrets Act
would treat journalists and other citizens making “unauthorised disclosures” as if they were spies, threatening them with “increased maximum sentences”10, which probably means 14 years. It has so far resisted
calls for a public interest defence11. But unauthorised disclosures of government malfeasance12 are
essential to democracy. While illegitimate scrutiny is ramped up, legitimate scrutiny is stifled.
For the past 35 years, our political freedoms have been eroded by a series of draconian acts of parliament, imposed by both Conservative and Labour governments: the Public Order Act 1986, the Trade
Union and Labour Relations Act 1992, the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994, the Terrorism Act 2000, the
Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003, the Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005, the Transparency of Lobbying,
Non-Party Campaigning and Trade Union Administration Act 2014, the Trade Union Act 2016, the Covert Human Intelligence Sources Act 2021, to name just a few. But none has gone as far as the police, crime, sentencing and courts bill that has now passed unamended13 through the House of Commons. It grants the
police powers to shut down protests on grounds defined so vaguely – including causing “serious
unease” to bystanders – that they could apply to any public expression of dissent. Serious unease is
the motor of democracy. When and how do we recover these lost political liberties?
The demand for proof of identity at polling booths is a blatant attempt at voter suppression, of the
kind pioneered14 by US Republicans. To solve a nonexistent problem (widespread identity fraud at
elections), it could disqualify 2 million people, generally the poorest and most marginalised, who are
unlikely to vote Conservative, from casting their ballots15.
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The government has floated the idea of disbanding16 the Electoral Commission, stripping away the
last, feeble controls on how it conducts elections and raises money. Its judicial review and courts bill
will limit our ability to challenge its decisions. As recent cases involving environmentally damaging
projects17 and Covid contracts18 show, legal challenges are essential to hold it to account. It has used
culture wars to try to stamp out criticism in universities and other public institutions, and combined
with the billionaire press to demonise anyone confronting the interests from which it draws its power,
often to devastating effect19.
The government’s only remaining weakness is its own incompetence. Donald Trump is no longer in
office not because the US system worked, but because he was an inept autocrat: unfocused, impulsive, contradictory. He did not possess what Modi, Putin, Orbán, Erdoğan, Kaczyński and Lukashenko possess: a strategic, sophisticated drive for power.
Boris Johnson is a spectacularly incompetent administrator, as the 130,000 deaths from Covid-19
testify. It remains to be seen whether or not he is a competent autocrat. He has certainly been more
effective at suppressing opposition than at governing the country. Through lucrative pandemic
contracts for court favourites and assaults on the planning laws that favour property tycoons20, his
government has also started to build the networks of patronage and clientelism essential to all autocracies. Perhaps Johnson’s general uselessness will prove fatal. Alternatively, his ruthless pursuit of
power, assisted by new political weapons, could render his administrative failings irrelevant.
In either case, it seems to me that we have little time in which to move. If we cannot secure a change
of government at the next election, and if the succeeding government is not prepared to return power
to the people, I suspect there won’t be another chance for a very long time.
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